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“This Little Light
of Mine”

Impressions and reactions from the sleepover
We wrote in our last newsletter about going

were we to bow out and not blur the line

to a nearby island with kids and staﬀ from the

between Jesus and Japanese religions? R spoke

kids community center by our house. It’s a

from the Bible about light and darkness, and

familiar place, yet this was our first time to stay

tried to represent Christ well in a very

there overnight and was quite an experience. As

complicated situation.

we boarded the boat in the rain with 19 other

I was confused by the harsh words and

kids and several staﬀ, I (Roberta) realized this

tone of a favorite staﬀ toward the kids. I have

would be one of the most immersed experiences

heard that this is common in all levels of society,

in Japanese culture I had ever had, and I am still
processing the 30 hours we spent together.

but witnessing it firsthand was disturbing.

I was thankful we were asked to go. They

I was sad when I heard several of the kids

made a strong point to invite our family, but I

watch Robert play with our boys and other kids
and say, “yasashii papa, inna” (something like: “I

didn’t realize we would be the only family to go

wish I had a kind dad”).

until we got on the boat (“Um…where are the

I was impressed by the eﬃciency and can-

other parents?”). I think being included was a big

do attitude of little kids. They helped cook

deal – they trust us.

meals, did the dishes, cleaned, and were quite

I was shocked when the staﬀ in charge told

remarkable. They also didn’t sneak bites before

the group that Robert, who had been asked by

it was time to eat, complain during a morning

her to talk from the Bible, would be representing

walk in the rain, or resist writing thank you notes

the fire god in a ceremony. This led to some

to the people on the island. Even though they

quick decisions: is it more honoring to God to

don’t know Jesus yet, several times I thought of

participate as planned and scatter seeds? Or

them as little image bearers of God.
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This picture was taken about 30 feet
from our home. What are the men in
white carrying?
A) An old-fashioned rickshaw with
the city mayor inside
B) A replica of the Jewish
tabernacle
C) A portable oven baking tuna
D) Shinto idols being marched around
the city

KIDS MINISTRY IN AGING JAPAN
Big kids, little kids, why so many kids?
Japan is famous for a lot of things: food,

In addition to special events, the church

swords, anime, technology, fashion, cars, and
more. Yet it is also well-known for being one of

hosts weekly Sunday school (pictured top),
English classes on Thursdays, and regular

the most rapidly aging countries in the world.

events for kids and youth on weekends. As the

Japan sells twice as many adult diapers as baby

church pours into kids, pray that they won’t

diapers, and the demographic changes

grow weary in doing good.

(particularly in rural communities) are extremely

Among friendships

challenging and complex.
Yet our church, despite having quite a few

We spend a lot of our time on play dates,
having dinners at our place and very

grandmas and grandpas, has a deep love and

occasionally at friends’ homes, going for walks

commitment for children’s ministry. Although I

in the woods with school buddies, and splashing

tried to distance myself from it a little when we

at the beach with English class friends (pictured

first started partnering with them (“Robert is

middle). We want to trust that as we live our lives

good at kids’ ministry, but it’s not my thing…”), I

together, God is working - even if our

now am a recipient of it as a mom and view it as

conversations don’t always feel spiritually

extremely important for the vitality of the church

significant.

and even for the future of the nation.

Pray for us that we will never view our

Within the church

friends as projects, that we will represent Christ
well in our interactions, and that many people

barbecue night for kids and their families

will encounter Christ.

connected to the English program. We are

In the community

This past Saturday, the church hosted a

hoping that many of the kids will go to the

Last Friday, we attended the third dinner at

summer camp where several kids make

the kids community center, which is primarily

professions of faith every year. Most aren’t from

aimed for kids in challenging home situations.

Christian homes, yet their parents allow them to

Some of these kids also went to the island

come as they have grown to trust the church -

(pictured bottom), and we have enjoyed

often over many years.

spending time with and getting to know many of

Then on Sunday, the church hosted its

them. That said, we haven’t yet known how to

annual ice cream party for kids in nearby

provide opportunities for our connections in the

elementary schools. Several dozen kids came

community to hear about Jesus. Pray that we

for games, a short story, a raﬄe, and (of course)

will be patient yet will know how to bridge this

ice cream. Most of these kids don’t have any

gap.

connection to the church, yet the church loves
kids and wants to provide opportunities to be ii
aji (a good taste) in hopes that someday

Thank you for partnering with us as we
continue to learn, live, and serve in Higashi
Shiogama.

scattered seeds will germinate and grow.

- R, R, J, B & A

Partner

Specific Prayer Points

Contact Info

To partner financially:

• Kids and staﬀ connected to the kids
community center
• People involved in kids ministry at our
partner church - for wisdom, strength,
love, and refreshment as they serve
• Health for our family (we’ve had bouts of
strep throat and stomach stuﬀ lately)
• Several teams coming - busier schedules
but also opportunities to witness
• Annual retreat with A2 - for refreshment
for all members of our family and mission

Robert
Roberta

radair@asianaccess.org
roberta@asianaccess.org

Address:

Robert & Roberta Adair
985-0004
Miyagi-ken Shiogama-shi
Fujikura 2-6-5

Web:

www.adairupdate.com

www.simusa.org/give then click
“support a missionary” (#038207)
Or by mail: SIM USA
P.O. Box 7900
Charlotte, NC 28241-7900
Memo: R&R Adair Support #038207
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D) On April 28th, the same day our pastor was
installed as senior pastor, the local Shinto
shrine’s idols were paraded around our city.

